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Abstract
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Anergia, a commonly occurring syndrome in older adults and patients with cardiovascular
diseases, is associated with functional and clinical limitations. To date, the prevalence and
clinical-demographic characteristics of anergia in patients with acute coronary syndrome (ACS)
have not been elucidated. We examined the prevalence and clinical-demographic characteristics of
anergia in a multiethnic sample of patients with ACS. Hospitalized patients with ACS (n = 472),
enrolled in the Prescription Usage Lifestyle and Stress (PULSE) prospective cohort study,
completed assessments of demographic, behavioral, and clinical characteristics within 7 days of
hospitalization for an ACS event. Current depressive disorder was ascertained using a structured
psychiatric interview 3 to 7 days post-discharge. Anergia was assessed at baseline and defined
using patients’ binary responses (yes/no) to seven items related to energy level. At least 1
complaint of anergia was reported by 79.9% (n = 377) of patients, and 32% (n = 153) of patients
met criteria for anergia. In a multivariable logistic regression model, anergia was independently
associated with being female, white (compared to black), having bodily pain, participating in
exercise, having current depressive disorder, and having higher values on the Charlson
comorbidity index. In conclusion, anergia is a highly prevalent syndrome among patients with
ACS. It is distinct from depression and is associated with modifiable clinical factors such as
participation in exercise and bodily pain that may be appropriate targets for intervention.
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Among the chronic symptoms reported by patients with coronary artery disease and other
chronic health conditions, fatigue is among the most common and is strongly associated
with negative outcomes.1–2 Anergia (i.e., lack of energy) is a recently delineated criterionbased syndrome that is conceptually analogous to fatigue.3–4 Unlike fatigue, however,
anergia is conceptualized to be more persistent and not specifically post-exertional.
Although fatigue as a symptom of ACS has been studied by some investigators5–6, to date,
the prevalence and clinical, demographic, and behavioral characteristics of anergia in
patients with acute coronary syndrome (ACS) have not been investigated. We therefore
sought to evaluate the prevalence of anergia in a multiethnic sample of participants with
ACS; to delineate the clinical-demographic characteristics of participants with anergia
compared to those without anergia; and to more fully examine the relationship between
anergia and depression among patients with ACS. We hypothesized that anergia: (1) would
be a prevalent condition among participants with ACS; (2) would be strongly associated
with clinically modifiable factors; and (3) would be sufficiently distinct from depression to
warrant ongoing clinical investigation in its own right.

Methods
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Participants were hospitalized patients with ACS enrolled in the Prescription Usage
Lifestyle and Stress (PULSE) study, a prospective cohort study of the prognostic risk
conferred by depression at the time of an ACS. Patients with unstable angina pectoris (UA)
or acute ST and non-ST segment elevation myocardial infarction (MI) were recruited from
Columbia University Medical Center within 1 week of hospitalization for their ACS.
Patients completed a structured psychiatric interview 3 to 7 days post-discharge to ascertain
their depression status, and they returned for a follow-up visit 1 month later. The current
analyses include 472 participants who completed the self-report anergia questionnaire
during the baseline (in-hospital) interview. Excluded from bivariate analyses were 28
participants with missing data on anergia at baseline. Data collection occurred between
February 2009 and June 2010. The Institutional Review Board of Columbia University
approved this study, and all participants provided informed consent.
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Using a questionnaire that has been included in previous studies,3,4 anergia was defined by
participants’ binary responses (yes/no) to 7 items related to energy level. It was
operationalized as the presence of the cardinal criterion “Sits around a lot for lack of energy”
and any 2 of the 6 following additional criteria: “recently not enough energy,” “felt slowed
physically in the past month,” “doing less than usual in the past month,” “any slowness is
worse in the morning,” “wakes up feeling tired,” and/or “naps (> 2 hours) during the day.”
Participants completed this questionnaire, which has acceptable internal reliability, face
validity, and predictive validity for morbidity and mortality,4 during their in-hospital
interview.
At baseline, participants identified their ethnicity (Hispanic versus non-Hispanic), race
(white versus black versus other), years of education, partner status, participation in regular
exercise, and cigarette smoking status. Medical charts were used to ascertain prior
cardiovascular disease and cardiac procedures (angina pectoris, MI, percutaneous coronary
intervention [PCI], coronary artery bypass grafting [CABG], New York Heart Association
[NYHA] heart failure class), prior cerebrovascular disease (stroke, transient ischemic
attack), and other chronic medical conditions (respiratory diseases, liver diseases,
rheumatologic diseases, and stomach ulcers). Age and gender were recorded for each
patient. The Global Registry of Acute Coronary Events (GRACE) risk score was used to
calculate 6-month post-ACS mortality risk,7 and medical comorbidities were assessed using
the Charlson comorbidity index.8
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Blood samples were collected from a subset of participants (n = 259), and serum
concentrations of C-reactive protein (hs-CRP) were determined using a high-sensitivity
enzyme-linked immunoabsorbent assay. Left ventricular ejection fraction was assessed by
ECG, ventriculography, or nuclear stress testing. ACS type (UA, ST-segment MI, non-STsegment MI) was determined from chart review by study cardiologists. In-hospital
hematocrit (%), thyroid stimulating hormone, and serum creatinine at admission were
ascertained from patient charts and used to determine anemia status,9 thyroid function,10 and
estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR).11 Probable chronic kidney disease was defined
as an eGFR < 60 ml/min/1.73m2, and anemia was defined as a hematocrit level < 36% for
women and < 39% for men.12
Participants were evaluated for symptoms of depression at baseline based on their responses
to the 21-item Beck Depression Inventory (BDI)13 and the 9-item Patient Health
Questionnaire (PHQ-9).14 Symptoms of anxiety were determined based on participants’
responses to the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale-anxiety subscale (HADS-A).15
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Three to 7 days following their discharge from the hospital, participants were telephoned
and evaluated by a trained mental health professional for a depressive disorder using the
Diagnostic Interview and Structured Hamilton (DISH), a gold-standard, structured interview
that was developed to screen cardiac patients for depressive disorders.16 The DISH is used
to diagnose major and minor depression according to criteria in the Fourth Edition of the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV).17 Consistent with other
studies of depression among patients with ACS,18 diagnostic criteria were modified such
that participants received a diagnosis if they met the symptom criteria for a major or minor
depressive episode for at least 7 (instead of the usual 14) days or if they reported taking
antidepressant medication. Participants who did not complete the DISH but who met criteria
for a major depressive or other depressive syndrome on the PHQ-9 according to a validated
diagnostic algorithm,19 were considered to have a current depressive disorder. Current and
past depressive disorders were identified separately using time periods included in the
DISH.
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One-month following their discharge from the hospital, participants returned for a follow-up
visit during which they completed the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Inventory (PSQI), a measure
that has been used to identify individuals with poor sleep quality.20 Poor sleep quality was
defined categorically as a global PSQI score > 5, a cutoff with acceptable diagnostic
sensitivity and specificity.21 Participants also completed a pain item from the Short Form
Health Survey (SF-12), which asks “how much did pain interfere with your normal work (…
both work outside the home and housework).21 Responses are provided on a 5-point scale
(1, “not at all” to 5, “extremely”) and converted to T-scores using normative data. Higher Tscores indicate less pain.
The prevalence of anergia and its components was determined. To investigate the
associations of anergia with clinical-demographic measures, we performed bivariate
analyses comparing those with and without anergia. Chi-square (χ2) analyses with Fisher’s
exact test were used for dichotomous variables and independent samples t-tests were used
for continuous variables. A multivariable logistic regression model was estimated to
ascertain which clinical-demographic variables were independently associated with anergia.
This model included all variables that were significant at p < 0.10 in bivariate analysis as
well as any clinically relevant variables identified a priori (e.g., age, gender, race, and
partner status). Multiple imputation using a fully conditional specification method was
performed to account for missing data in the multivariable logistic regression model. Data
are presented as odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals. A two-tailed p value < 0.05 was
considered statistically significant.
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The PULSE study includes several measures of depression (BDI, PHQ-9, current depressive
disorder, and past depressive disorder), and a primary aim of the current analyses was to
further elucidate the association of anergia with depression. Given that the strong intercorrelations among these depression measures would affect parameter estimates in any
multivariable regression analyses that included them all simultaneously, we decided a priori
to include current depressive disorder as the measure of depression in our multivariable
model, as it is based upon the gold-standard DISH assessment for depression diagnosis.
Sensitivity analyses were subsequently conducted in which we substituted the BDI and
PHQ-9 for current depressive disorder in the multivariable model. Because history of several
of the cardiovascular and non-cardiac diseases is captured in the Charlson comorbidity
score, we likewise made the a priori decision to include only the Charlson comorbidity score
in our multivariable model.
Given the strong association between depression and anergia reported in a previous study3
and the strong resemblance of depressive symptoms and symptoms of anergia, we further
sought to identify clinical-demographic factors that accompany anergia among those without
a concurrent depressive disorder. To do so, we performed bivariate analyses comparing
those with and without anergia, among participants without a depressive disorder. Because
the distribution of hs-CRP concentration was not normal, this variable was log-transformed
for all analyses. All analyses were performed in SPSS 18.0.22
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Results
The prevalence of the criteria used to identify participants with anergia in the PULSE cohort
are shown in Table 1. At least one complaint of anergia was reported by 79.9% (n = 377) of
participants at baseline, and 32% (n = 153) of participants met criteria for anergia at
baseline.
The clinical-demographic characteristics of participants, stratified by anergia status at
baseline, are shown in Table 2. Participants’ ages ranged from 26 to 96 years. The cohort
included a multiethnic population of predominately non-Hispanic participants, though
participants of Hispanic ethnicity constituted approximately 32% of the sample. The
majority of participants was white, male, and partnered or married. The most common type
of ACS with which participants presented to the hospital was unstable angina pectoris.
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The proportion of women was significantly greater among those with anergia than among
those without anergia. Those with anergia were more likely to be without a partner or
spouse, and were more likely to report being active smokers compared to those without
anergia. In contrast, those with anergia were less likely to participate in regular exercise.
Anergia at the time of the ACS was not significantly associated with age, race, or ethnicity.
Anergia was associated with worse physical functioning, prior cardiovascular diseases and
cardiac procedures, and several chronic medical diseases (Table 2). Participants with anergia
were significantly more likely to have poor sleep quality, chronic kidney disease (as
assessed by an eGFR < 60), liver diseases, rheumatologic diseases, and stomach ulcers
compared to those without anergia. History of cardiovascular diseases and procedures,
including angina pectoris, MI, PCI, CABG, and heart failure were also more common
among those with versus without anergia. Moreover, those with anergia had significantly
more severe heart failure symptoms, as measured by the NYHA class, had higher Charlson
comorbidity scores, and reported greater bodily pain compared to those without anergia.
Anergia was not significantly associated with type of index ACS event, history of
cerebrovascular diseases, left ventricular ejection fraction, anemia, thyroid function,
GRACE risk score, or hs-CRP.
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Anergia was associated with all psychosocial factors, including depressive symptom severity
(as measured by both the BDI and PHQ-9), current and past depressive disorders, and
symptoms of anxiety. Although 31% of participants with anergia had a current depressive
disorder, approximately half of those with anergia (n = 78) had never had a depressive
disorder, and only 42% of those who had ever had a depressive disorder had anergia. In
addition, the bivariate association between the BDI and anergia status was significant but
modest (r2 = 0.19). This association was further attenuated (r2 = 0.17) after eliminating two
BDI items regarding sleep and tiredness from the overall score.
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Multivariable logistic regression was used to identify factors that were independently
associated with anergia, immediately post-ACS (Table 3). These included being female,
white (compared to black), having bodily pain, participating in regular exercise, and having
current depressive disorder. Female participants had approximately twice the odds of having
anergia as males. Black participants were less likely to be anergic than whites, independent
of other risk factors. Those with a current depressive disorder had 1.9 times the odds of
having anergia as those without a current depressive disorder. Those who did not participate
in regular exercise were also more likely to have anergia than those who did. Bodily pain, as
measured by the SF-12 bodily pain T-score, was also independently associated with risk for
anergia such that those with higher scores on the bodily pain index, indicating less bodily
pain, were significantly less likely to be anergic. Each standard deviation increase in the
SF-12 bodily pain T-score was associated with approximately 40% lower odds of having
anergia.
Sensitivity analyses, in which both the BDI and PHQ-9 were substituted for current
depressive disorder in the multivariable model, revealed that both measures of depressive
symptom severity were significantly and independently associated with anergia. Each
standard deviation increase on the PHQ-9 was associated with a 3.21 greater odds of having
anergia at baseline (OR = 3.21, 95% CI = 2.27 – 4.55, p < 0.001), while each standard
deviation increase on the BDI was associated with a 2.33 greater odds of having anergia at
baseline (OR = 2.33, 95% CI = 1.68 – 3.24, p < 0.023). When both the BDI and PHQ-9 were
included in the same multivariable model, each remained significant, suggesting that may
have distinct clinical implications with respect to the prediction of anergia.
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To identify which clinical-demographic characteristics differentiate those with versus
without anergia among those without a concurrent depressive disorder we conducted
additional analyses. Of the 394 participants without a current depressive disorder,
approximately 27% had anergia (n = 106). Consistent with the analyses of the full cohort
reported above, those with anergia in this subsample were significantly more likely to be
female and single. They were also significantly more likely to report poor sleep quality, to
have liver and rheumatologic diseases, to have heart failure, prior angina pectoris, and prior
CABG, and to have chronic kidney disease. They were significantly less likely to participate
in regular exercise, reported significantly greater bodily pain, and had significantly higher
Charlson comorbidity indices and Grace risk scores. Although participants with anergia in
this subsample did not have a current depressive disorder, they nonetheless reported
significantly greater depressive symptoms on both the BDI and PHQ; these patients also
reported significantly greater anxiety symptoms on the HADS-A.

Discussion
The principal findings of this investigation are that anergia: (1) is a common syndrome
among post-ACS patients; (2) is associated with several behaviors and clinical
characteristics, and (3) is distinct from depression. Despite the strong association and
conceptual similarities between anergia and depression, only half of participants with
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anergia had ever had a depressive disorder and only 42% of those who had ever had a
depressive disorder had anergia.
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Our findings differ from those of other studies in that anergia was not associated with age in
either unadjusted or adjusted analyses. Indeed, supplemental analyses (not shown) in which
age was categorized in multiple ways failed to reveal any associations of age with either
individual components of anergia, number of anergia complaints, or anergia status. In
contrast, a multiethnic cohort study of community-dwelling older adults3 found that anergia
was strongly associated with older age. However, that study included a sample of Medicare
beneficiaries who were ≥ 65 years of age and who were not evaluated in the context of an
acute hospitalization. Accordingly, we hypothesize that the acute cardiovascular event
experienced by participants in the current study may explain the lack of an age effect on the
prevalence of anergia in this population. In support of this hypothesis, the prevalence of
anergia in this study was higher (32%) than the prevalence found in the population-based
study (18%), despite the fact that those in the previous study were, on average, 10 years
older than those in the current cohort.
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Also unique to our study is the finding--based on self-report of race--that black participants
were less likely to have anergia than those who identified as being white. Although the
aforementioned population-based study of anergia found that non-Hispanic, white
participants had non-significantly elevated odds of having anergia compared to Hispanic
participants, that study also found that black participants had significantly elevated odds of
having anergia compared to Hispanics. Given the different categorizations of race-ethnicity
in our study and the previous population-based study, these differences may not be directly
comparable. Although early reports of racial-ethnic differences in Chronic Fatigue
Syndrome, which is also characterized by a lack of energy and tiredness, suggested that this
disorder is more common among whites, more recent reports have found that being black is
associated with both a greater risk of Chronic Fatigue Syndrome and with greater severity of
symptoms.23 Additional research may be warranted to clarify the associations between raceethnicity and anergia.
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While anergia is one of the most common concerns expressed by patients with ACS, it is
currently not a traditional target for intervention. Our data suggest that certain conditions
and behaviors have independent residual associations with anergia and that most of these are
potentially modifiable. Using a traditional clinical approach of generating a differential
diagnosis based on the frequency and severity of underlying causes contributing to a
manifest concern, we would suggest that bodily pain, depression, and lack of participation in
regular exercise all have sufficient frequency in patients with ACS and anergia and
independent associations with anergia (Table 2) so as to warrant further evaluation at
present. Interventions that aim to address chronic pain (e.g. pharmacologic therapy,24
relaxation training,25 and mindfulness meditation26,27), decrease depression (e.g., cognitivebehavioral therapy28), and/or increase participation in exercise (e.g., cardiac rehabilitation29
and motivational/volitional interventions30) may thus prove efficacious for those ACS
patients with anergia.
Notably our data suggest that comorbid conditions that are commonly evaluated in patients
with lack of energy, including anemia and thyroid dysfunction, are not strongly associated
with anergia in those with ACS. Additionally, the lack of difference in CRP between those
with and those without anergia does not suggest a role for chronic low-grade inflammation
as a correlate of anergia in patients with ACS. Accordingly, evaluation of these clinical
concerns (in addition to rheumatologic diseases and chronic kidney disease) as a cause or
contributing factor to anergia should be reserved for circumstances in which other common
correlates of anergia have been formally evaluated and ruled out.
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Notwithstanding the PULSE study’s rigorous assessment of biopsychosocial risk factors and
the ascertainment of a multiethnic cohort of patients with ACS, some limitations remain.
Perhaps of greatest importance, our analyses were cross-sectional and preclude conclusions
regarding causal paths between clinical-demographic factors and anergia. Given that the
PULSE study includes repeat assessments of several clinical-demographic variables, future
analyses will consider prospective associations among anergia, behavioral variables, and
cardiac outcomes.
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Table 1

Prevalence of components used to define anergia among 472 patients with acute coronary syndrome
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Prevalence of Anergia Components

Number of Participants

Recently not enough energy

242 (51.3%)

Felt slowed physically in a month

270 (57.2%)

Doing less than usual in a month

190 (40.3%)

Any slowness worse in the morning

94 (19.9%)

*Sits around a lot for lack of energy (cardinal criterion)

169 (35.8%)

Wakes up feeling tired

192 (40.7%)

Naps during the day

41 (8.7%)
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Table 2

Clinical-demographic characteristics of 472 patients with acute coronary syndrome, stratified by anergia status
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Anergia
Total
(n = 472)

Yes
(n = 153)

No
(n = 319)

Age (years), M ± SD

63.2 ± 11.4

63.4 ± 10.9

63.2 ± 11.7

0.86

Women

162 (34.3%)

78 (51.0%)

84 (26.3%)

< 0.0001

Characteristic

Ethnicity (Hispanic)

P

152 (32.2)

49 (32.0)

103 (32.3)

0.95

White

288 (61.4%)

101 (66.0%)

187 (59.2%)

0.34

Black

94 (20.0%)

26 (17.0%)

68 (21.5%)

Other

87 (18.6%)

26 (17.0%)

61 (19.3%)

Education (years), M ± SD
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13.3 ± 4.1

12.9 ± 3.6

13.5 ± 4.3

0.12

No partner/spouse

187 (39.9%)

76 (50.3%)

111 (34.9%)

0.001

Partner/spouse

282 (60.1%)

75 (49.7%)

207 (65.1%)

Unstable angina pectoris

288 (61.0%)

95 (62.1%)

193 (60.5%)

ST-segment myocardial infarction

55 (11.7%)

16 (10.5%)

39 (12.2%)

Non-ST-segment myocardial infarction

129 (27.3%)

42 (27.5%)

87 (27.3%)

Angina pectoris

291 (62.2%)

107 (70.4%)

184 (58.2%)

0.011

Myocardial infarction

133 (28.4%)

54 (35.5%)

79 (24.9%)

0.017

Percutaneous coronary intervention

216 (46.4%)

81 (54.0%)

135 (42.7%)

0.023

Coronary artery bypass grafting

88 (18.8%)

44 (28.9%)

44 (13.9%)

< 0.001

0.85

Prior CVD and procedures

Prior cerebrovascular disease
Stroke

20 (4.3%)

8 (5.3%)

12 (3.8%)

0.46

Transient ischemic attack

20 (4.3%)

10 (6.8%)

10 (3.2%)

0.08

51 (10.9%)

27 (17.8%)

24 (7.6%)

0.001

2.1 ± 0.9

2.4 ± 0.9

1.7 ± 0.7

0.01

Left ventricular ejection fraction (%), M ± SD

50.4 ± 11.6

49.9 ± 12.3

50.6 ± 11.3

0.56

Respiratory diseases

58 (12.3%)

24 (15.7%)

34 (10.7%)

0.12

Prior heart failure
New York Heart Association class, M ± SD

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

Liver diseases

7 (1.5%)

5 (3.3%)

2 (0.6%)

0.038

Rheumatologic diseases

38 (8.1%)

26 (17.0%)

12 (3.8%)

< 0.0001

Stomach ulcers

25 (5.3%)

14 (9.2%)

11 (3.4%)

0.014

High-sensitivity C-reactive protein (mg/dL), M ± SD

1.8 ± 1.4

1.8 ± 1.3

1.8 ± 1.4

0.99

157 (48.5%)

55 (53.4%)

102 (46.2%)

0.22

118 (26.2%)

48 (32.7%)

70 (23.0%)

0.029
0.13

Anemia a
Estimated glomerular filtration rate < 60
Subclinical hyperthyroidism

ml/min/1.732

6 (2.1%)

4 (4.4%)

2 (1.0%)

251 (89.0%)

82 (90.1%)

169 (88.5%)

Moderate hypothyroidism

22 (7.8%)

5 (5.5%)

17 (8.9%)

Severe hypothyroidism

3 (1.1%)

0

3 (1.6%)

90.2 ± 29.4

93.6 ± 30.3

88.6 ± 28.8

0.085

1.7 ± 1.6

2.2 ± 1.9

1.4 ± 1.4

< 0.001

Participation in regular exercise

208 (44.4%)

50 (33.1%)

158 (49.8%)

0.001

Current smoker

73 (15.5%)

31 (20.3%)

42 (13.2%)

0.046

Euthyroid

Grace risk score, M ± SD
Charlson comorbidity index, M ± SD
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Anergia
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Total
(n = 472)

Yes
(n = 153)

No
(n = 319)

P

180 (46.9%)

80 (62.0%)

100 (39.2%)

<0.0001

Current depressive disorder

81 (17.2%)

48 (31.4%)

33 (10.3%)

< 0.0001

Current or past depressive disorder

213 (45.1%)

91 (59.5%)

122 (38.2%)

< 0.0001

Beck Depression Inventory, M ± SD (Range: 0–63)

9.2 ± 7.3

13.9 ± 8.2

7.0 ± 5.7

< 0.0001

Patient Health Questionnaire, M ± SD (Range: 0–27)

4.4 ± 4.8

7.9 ± 5.5

2.8 ± 3.4

< 0.0001

Characteristic
Poor sleep quality (PSQI ≥ 5)

HADS-A (Range: 0–21)

3.1 ± 3.3

4.7 ± 4.0

2.3 ± 2.6

< 0.0001

Probable anxiety disorder (HADS-A ≥ 8)

48 (11.2%)

30 (21.4%)

18 (6.3%)

< 0.0001

Bodily pain, M ± SD b

45.3 ± 12.5

39.2 ± 13.7

48.2 ± 10.8

< 0.001

a

Anemia was defined using the sex-specific hemoglobin thresholds used by the World Health Organization to classify persons living at sea level as

anemic.12

b

Scores are T-scores, with higher values indicating less bodily pain.

Abbreviations: Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Inventory; HADS-A, Hospital Anxiety and Depression scale—Anxiety subscale.
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Table 3
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Multivariable associations between clinical-demographic characteristics and baseline anergia among 500
patients with acute coronary syndrome
Parameter

Adjusted OR (95% CI)

P

Age (years) a

0.80 (0.51 – 1.24)

0.25

Gender (Reference = Male)

1.86 (1.13 – 3.07)

0.015

Black

0.39 (0.21 – 0.73)

0.003

Other

Race (Reference = White)

0.64 (0.35 – 1.17)

0.15

Partner status (Reference = Partner/Spouse)

1.45 (0.89 −2.35)

0.14

Lack of participation in regular exercise

1.66 (1.05 – 2.65)

0.032

Current smoking

1.35 (0.72 – 2.51)

0.35

1.20 (0.66 – 2.18)

0.55

Poor sleep quality (PSQI ≥ 5)

1.30 (0.75 – 2.25)

0.35

Charlson comorbidity index a

1.32 (1.02 – 1.70)

0.03

Grace risk score a

1.34 (0.76 – 2.36)

0.25

Bodily pain a,b

0.61 (0.47 – 0.77)

< 0.0001

Current depressive disorder

1.94 (1.01 – 3.73)

0.048

Probable anxiety disorder (HADS-A ≥ 8)

2.00 (0.81 – 4.97)

0.13

Estimated glomerular filtration rate < 60

ml/min/1.732

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

a

Per standard deviation increase;

b

Higher scores indicate less bodily pain.

Abbreviations. PSQI = Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Inventory; HADS-A, Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale—Anxiety subscale.
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